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• Walk through the end of practical session


• Summary of important concepts we identified


• Broader view of machine learning



Summary
Why should you care about Machine Learning?

(At least) three broad use cases for ML in cognitive (neuro)science


• Automatisation of time-consuming tasks (annotation, stimuli preparation…) 


• Analysis of experimental data (brain imaging, behavior in the lab, online 
experiments…)


• Development of models of cognitive and neural processes (perception, 
language, decision-making, navigation, memory…)



Summary
What is machine learning?

ML == statistics + computer science 

Central concepts in ML: inference and algorithm 

Central objectives of ML: finding procedures that are both statistically 
efficient and computationally efficient



Summary
Core concepts

Machine learning method ≈ Training procedure outputting a device of interest (e.g. a classifier) given a 
training set by optimising a loss function over a hypothesis space (this loss function needs to be 
computable directly from the data available in the training set)


Empirical study of training procedures:


Statistical accuracy/efficiency => generalisation performance on held out test set as a function of 
training set size


Computational efficiency/performance => computation time required by training procedure as a function 
of training set size


Theoretical study also possible (and useful), but more involved mathematically. Requirements:


• Algorithmic: concept of algorithmic complexity


• Statistics: concept of convergence rate in inferential statistics



Machine learning beyond linear classification

Machine learning method ≈ Training procedure outputting a device of interest (e.g. a 
classifier) given a training set by optimising a loss function over a hypothesis space 
(this loss function needs to be computable directly from the data available in the 
training set)


State-of-the-art image classification:


- Larger hypothesis space: boundary shape expressed by a convolutional neural 
network


- Optimisation: Stochastic gradient descent with some heuristics to accelerate and 
stabilise the descent (e.g. “ADAM” algorithm, mini-batches)


- Code optimised to run on GPUs 
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Machine learning beyond classification

Regression 

- Device of interest:                    (or                  for structured output regression)


- Loss function: for example simple quadratic error


-  Code optimised to run on GPUs 
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Machine learning method ≈ Training procedure outputting a device of interest (e.g. a 
classifier) given a training set by optimising a loss function over a hypothesis space (this 
loss function needs to be computable directly from the data available in the training set)
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Machine learning beyond classification

Representation learning 

- Device of interest:                


- No labels available (“unsupervised”), often even for test data


- Hypothesis space and loss function: often trying to invert probabilistic generative 
model representing hypotheses regarding data generation process


- Measure of success is not directly related to optimised loss function and often indirect

Machine learning method ≈ Training procedure outputting a device of interest (e.g. a 
classifier) given a training set by optimising a loss function over a hypothesis space (this 
loss function needs to be computable directly from the data available in the training set)
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Machine learning beyond classification

Density estimation 

- Device of interest:


- Hypothesis space: set of parameterised probability distributions


- Loss function: for example, maximising the likelihood of the data

Machine learning method ≈ Training procedure outputting a device of interest (e.g. a 
classifier) given a training set by optimising a loss function over a hypothesis space (this 
loss function needs to be computable directly from the data available in the training set)
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Machine learning beyond classification

Example: combining representation learning and density estimation 

Ramesh et al. (2022)

vibrant portrait painting of Salvador Dalí with a robotic half face a shiba inu wearing a beret and black turtleneck a close up of a handpalm with leaves growing from it

an espresso machine that makes coffee from human souls, artstation panda mad scientist mixing sparkling chemicals, artstation a corgi’s head depicted as an explosion of a nebula

a dolphin in an astronaut suit on saturn, artstation a propaganda poster depicting a cat dressed as french emperor
napoleon holding a piece of cheese a teddy bear on a skateboard in times square

Figure 1: Selected 1024⇥ 1024 samples from a production version of our model.
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Machine learning beyond classification

Online learning 

- Data arrives sequentially and learning is incremental


Beyond purely observational learning 

- Notion of agent(s) receiving data as a function of their actions (instead of a fixed dataset)


- Includes active learning, reinforcement learning and game theory


- Device of interest: a policy => given previous observations and actions, what action should I take?

Machine learning method ≈ Training procedure outputting a device of interest (e.g. a 
classifier) given a training set by optimising a loss function over a hypothesis space (this 
loss function needs to be computable directly from the data available in the training set)




Take home and next steps
Take home: Machine learning is not that hard to learn and very useful in practice


Next steps 

Pre-requisites (S1) 

• Programming class


• (Inferential) statistics class


Machine learning class (S2) 

If you want to become an expert 

• Math fundamentals: linear algebra, multivariable calculus and probability theory


• Algorithmic 


• Mathematical statistics


• Optimisation for machine learning


• Statistical learning theory



TP correction
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1YHuXSwzM6st9IXNYRaT422WGHgzHr9wr?usp=sharing


